
Travel Directions from Sunderland Rail Station to NERAC 
 
By Taxi (5 minutes)  
 
A taxi rank is located just outside the main entrance to the Rail Station (opposite Specsavers) - the address 
of NERAC is The Gateway, City Campus, Chester Road. 
 
Walking (approx. 11 minutes 0.6 miles) 
 
Leave the station by the main exit next to Specsavers, cross the road toward SPECSAVERS using the pelican 
crossings, turn right and cross again towards NEWCASTLE BUILDING SOCIETY, follow the path left past 
NEWCASTLE BUILDINGS SOCIETY turning right before HERBERT BROWN up Blandford Street, a pedestrian 
only area.   
 
Walk straight ahead with HERON FOODS on your right and YORKSHIRE BANK on your left. Continue until 
you see DEBENHAMS in front of you then turn left on the corner next to COLLINSONS JEWELLERS. 
Continue straight ahead and turn right at TKMAXX. 
 
Continue passing APHRODITE on your left and BAVARIA on your right.  Continue to the end of the road 
until you come to the corner - LOLAS will be on your right. Cross the road using the pelican crossing and 
continue straight ahead past PRIESTMAN BUILDING (a university building). Follow the pathway down the 
slope – you will pass the main entrance to the PRIESTMAN BUILDING on your right. Follow the path and 
turn left through the underpass. 
 
After the underpass follow the path right toward Chester Road. You will see the MURRAY LIBRARY on your 
left and the GATEWAY (it has orange and blue windows) straight ahead of you. Cross the road using the 
pelican crossing, turn left then follow the path up the slope to the doorway of the GATEWAY.  
 
Enter through two sets of automatic doors and walk ahead with the Enquiry desk to your right. Opposite 
GREGGS cafe you will see a double door, marked ‘gateway lift’. Go through the doors and immediately on 
your left you will see a lift and stairs straight ahead.  
 
NERAC is on Floor 1, Edinburgh Building. Enter the lift and press E1. Or take 3 flights of stairs up. Go 
straight ahead into Student Support Services and ask for NERAC.  
 
If you have problems please report to the main reception desk at The Gateway on the ground floor 
where a member staff will direct you to NERAC. 
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